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Branches of 

government not 

in the Articles of 

Confederation



Executive & 

Judicial



Number of 

states needed to 

amend the 

Articles



All 13!



Country had no 

money because 

Congress lacked 

this power



Power to tax



States had 

difficulty trading 

with each other 

because of the 

lack of this



Common 

currency



Plan that 

created 3 

branches of 

government



Virginia Plan



Author of the 

Virginia Plan



James Madison



Plan that wanted 

representation in 

Congress based 

on population



Virginia Plan



Plan that wanted 

representation in 

Congress to be 

equal



New Jersey 

Plan



Compromise 

that tied the VA 

& NJ Plans 

together



Connecticut or 

“Great” 

Compromise



Compromise that 

counted slaves as 

part of the 

population for 

representation



3/5 Compromise



Made sure no one 

branch of 

government would 

be more powerful 

than another



Checks & 

Balances



Balancing power 

between the 

federal 

government & the 

states



Federalism



Chairman who 

presided over the 

Constitutional 

Convention



George 

Washington



“Father of the 

Constitution”



James Madison



Wanted ratification 

of the Constitution



Federalists



Did not support 

ratification of the 

Constitution



Anti-Federalists



What the Federalists 

thought prevented any 

one of the 3 branches 

from acquiring 

preponderant power



Checks & 

Balances



They favored 

strong national 

government



Federalists



What the 

Federalists felt was 

redundant, so it 

wasn’t necessary to 

include in the 

Constitution



A national Bill of 

Rights



They felt a strong 

national 

government would 

usurp powers of the 

states



Anti-Federalists



What the Anti-

Federalists wanted 

added to the 

Constitution before 

they ratified it



The Bill of Rights



Virginia document 

that reiterated belief 

that human rights 

should not be 

violated by 

governments



Virginia Declaration 

of Rights



Author of the 

Virginia Declaration 

of Rights



George Mason



Virginia document 

that outlawed the 

establishment of a 

national church



Virginia Statute for 

Religious Freedom



Author of the 

Virginia Statute for 

Religious Freedom



Thomas Jefferson



He combined the VA 

Statute of Religious 

Freedom and the VA 

Declaration of Rights 

into the Bill of Rights



James Madison



Two political parties 

that developed after 

George Washington’s 

presidency



Federalists & 

Democratic-

Republicans



Party led by Madison, 

Hamilton, Jay & 

Adams



Federalists



Type of people who 

supported the 

Federalists



Bankers and wealthy 

businessmen



Leader of the 

Democratic-

Republicans



Thomas Jefferson



Type of government 

supported by the 

Democratic-

Republicans



WEAK!



Type of people who 

supported the 

Democratic-

Republicans



Farmers, artisans, 

frontiersmen 

(common people)



First election where 

there was a peaceful 

transfer of political 

power



Election of 1800



Winner of the Election 

of 1800



Thomas Jefferson



Chief Justice of the 

Supreme Court who 

made the judicial 

branch more powerful



John Marshall



Court case that 

established judicial 

review



Marbury v Madison



Court case that 

prohibited taxation of 

the federal 

government (“the 

power to tax is the 

power to destroy”)



McCulloch v Maryland



Land purchased from 

France that doubled 

the size of the U.S.



Louisiana Purchase



President responsible 

for the Louisiana 

Purchase



Thomas Jefferson



Two men who 

explored Louisiana 

Territory



Lewis & Clark



Native American 

woman who served as 

a guide for Lewis & 

Clark



Sacajawea



Reason we fought the 

English during the 

War of 1812



English impressment 

of our sailors



Land gained by the 

U.S. as a result of the 

War of 1812



Oregon Territory



It said any 

interference from 

Europe into the 

Western Hemisphere 

would be seen as a 

threat



Monroe Doctrine



What the Monroe 

Doctrine ended in the 

American continents



Any future 

colonization



Invented the cotton 

gin



Eli Whitney



Result of the cotton 

gin



Increased demand for 

slaves & created the 

“Cotton Kingdom” in 

the Deep South



Famous battle fought 

by Texans, later 

rallied people to 

defeat Santa Anna of 

Mexico



The Alamo



Land gained by the 

U.S. after the Mexican 

War



New Mexico, Arizona, 

California, Utah, 

Nevada



Belief that America 

must stretch from the 

Atlantic to the Pacific



“Manifest Destiny”



Forced march of 

Cherokees from 

Georgia to Oklahoma



Trail of Tears



President who gained 

the vote of the 

“common man” in the 

election of 1828



Andrew Jackson



System Jackson used 

to reward his 

supporters



“Spoils System”



People who chose the 

president before the 

election of 1828



Aristocrats



What Jackson did to 

the national bank



Vetoed it



This happened when 

Jackson took the 

money out of the 

National Bank and put 

it in the state banks



Panic of 1837



Andrew Jackson beat 

this man in the 

election of 1832



Henry Clay


